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Dawdle-Dee-Doo had the biggest

shell in the whole world. 



One day, Dawdle-Dee-Doo was dawdling One day, Dawdle-Dee-Doo was dawdling 

through the woods when through the woods when BAM!BAM!
He crashed into Bunny. He crashed into Bunny. 



““I feel so light!
 Now I canNow I can hop around likearound like Bunny.”



“What a sturdyWhat a sturdy nest!”



“What a beautifulWhat a beautiful boat!”



“What a huge basket!”

“W
hat a steepWhat a steep slide!”



“W
hat a comfy

W
hat a comfy

 tub!”

    “What a round

What a round bed!”  
 



“Here comes Lion! Here comes Lion! Run!Run!”              
  screamed Bunnyscreamed Bunny.

All of a sudden, Lion showed up 

running toward them.





“Wait for us!”“Wait for us!”
 called out Monkey and Elephant. called out Monkey and Elephant.



Lion arrived and said, “Hush! 

Here comes the hunter.”



 Dowdle-Dee- Doo Dowdle-Dee- Doo



The hunter arrived and sat on the shell.The hunter arrived and sat on the shell.

“I’m so very tired. I didn’t even catch a fly!” he said.“I’m so very tired. I didn’t even catch a fly!” he said.



Suddenly, the shell moved.

The hunter got scared and 

reached out for his gun 

but it wasn't there!





Ready to race?



Hi there!

We are the MAGINK creative team, those who believe that ordinary 
words can make magical worlds. We write our stories during many 
intensive sessions for kids all around the world.Between you and us: we are the grownups who have not grown up! 

And so, we recommend that you never grow up either!Have no doubt: life is much more beautiful this way.“Un-grownup-ly” yours!


